Hearts and Homes

1. Hearts and homes, sweet words of pleasure, Music breathing as ye fall, Making each the other's treasure, Once divided, losing all. Hearts and Homes, sweet words of pleasure, Music breathing as ye fall, Making each the other's treasure, Once divided, losing all.

2. Hearts and homes, sweet words revealing, Almost good and fair to see, Fitting shrines, for purest feeling, Temples viad, losing all. Homes, ye may be high or lowly, Hearts a-lone can make you holy; Be the dwelling of so meet to bend the knee, For love is heaven, and heaven is love, Hearts and Homes, sweet words of pleasure, Music breathing as ye fall; Making each the other's treasure, once divided, losing all. Hearts and Homes, sweet words of pleasure, Music breathing as ye fall; Making each the other's treasure, once divided, losing all.

Start right in your married life by purchasing an "Early Breakfast" Stove, and make your reputation for sound judgment and discretion.

"Early Breakfast" Stoves require no preparation or coaxing to make them work, and it is simply impossible to do poor baking. Don't forget this when you are looking for a stove.